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Division 1: Parliament — 

[Supplementary Information No A1.] 
Question: Mr D.T. Redman asked: What is the financial component of the requests from committees that have 
been either restricted and/or knocked back in a decision of the Speaker? 

Answer: In the period 1 July 2018 to 21 May 2019: 

• there was one occasion where the Speaker did not approve a travel proposal from a committee. This was 
for an amount of $36,100; 

• there were three occasions where the Speaker approved a reduced amount with respect to a travel proposal 
from a committee.  

• The first was with respect to a requested amount of $138,548. The approved amount was $132,490. 

• The second was with respect to a requested amount was $116,055. The approved amount was 
$110,415. 

• The third was with respect to a requested amount of $103,590. The approved amount was $86,325. 

[Supplementary Information No A2.] 
Question: Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup asked for the outline and quantum of the six business cases for capital and recurrent 
expenditure on Parliament House.  
Answer:  
(a) TREASURY FUNDING SUBMISSIONS (BUSINESS CASES) FOR PARLIAMENTARY SERVICES 

DEPARTMENT 2019/2020 

The funding cycle spans four years which includes the next financial year 2019/20 plus three out-years. 
Agencies make a submission taking account of all costs on net debt such as capital, recurrent and 
depreciation expense. The Parliamentary Services Department (PSD) is responsible for providing services 
and facilities for the two Chamber departments, Members of Parliament, staff and all other users – PSD is 
the only parliamentary department that has a capital appropriation. The current capital appropriation is 
$1M (non-indexed) and is grossly inadequate for a 115 year old building. 

The PSD prepared four business cases for capital and made two for recurrent funding requests relating to 
security and fountain maintenance, and depreciation. Agencies who make a funding submission 
automatically forfeit the Streamline Budget Process (SBP) incentive payment (in PSD’s case $162k) 
regardless of the outcome of their submissions. In addition the cost of preparing the business cases with 
qualified costings and analysis was approximately $50k, therefore the opportunity cost of making the 
submissions was $212k.  

The PSD’s submissions are summarised below with an annotation; full business cases remain “Cabinet in 
Confidence”. 

What capital funding PSD asked for and the status of each submission: 

Approved 

(1) Eastern Roof Remediation $366k one-off capital in 2019/20.  
Replacement of the 1964 Eastern roof tiles and batten repairs. The tile fabric has broken down, 
there are multiple water leaks, battens have sagged and there is no insulation properties. 
The leaking roof creates related problems such as costly ceiling repairs, soiling of carpets and 
mould (Status Approved). 

Rejected  

(2) Replacement of stages 5–10 of the Air-conditioning Masterplan and the Boiler and Chiller 
replacement servicing the Legislative Assembly and Legislative Council Chambers – 
approximately $4.1M.  

(a) Air-conditioning systems reach end of life after approximately 10 years and although 
some extend beyond that period preventative maintenance and repairs are disproportional 
to the original investment.  Many parts of the Parliament House building are not 
air-conditioned, and the majority of the offices are running on antiquated two-pipe 
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systems that are more than 20 years old and use old energy inefficient technology and 
non-compliant refrigerants. Refrigerant gas for the old systems is more expensive and 
harder to source, and parts are no longer available for the AC units (Status Rejected). 

OR 

(b) A baseline (ongoing) annual capital funding increase of $500k (to $1.5M) per year for 
the management of air-conditioning amounting to $2m over the cycle. This would allow 
the remaining capital funds to be directed to other building priorities (Status Rejected).   

(3) Security infrastructure, accessibility and forecourt/Parliamentary Reserve redesign $1.86m.  

Safety, security and accessibility continue to be areas of focus with a strong onus on organisations 
to mitigate against security risks. The Australian and New Zealand Counter Terrorism Committee 
guidelines provide instruction on self-assessment and risk mitigation particularly for places of 
mass gathering  

Matters considered included increasing security infrastructure, improved personnel screening, 
hostile vehicle mitigations and accessibility redesign. Three funding options were proposed 
ranging from $1.6M–$1.9M (Status Rejected). 

(4) Courtyard restore and repaint $189k one-off capital in 2019/20. 

The central courtyard which joins the 1904 and 1964 sections of building is in need of restoration 
and repainting.  Leeching pelmets, aged wooden window frames, cracked walls and flaking 
paint make the area aesthetically displeasing however there are no structural concerns. The 
general appearance of the courtyard does not satisfy public expectations for a heritage listed 
public building.  The funding sought was small but the works are unachievable within the 
existing PSD budget (Status Rejected).   

What recurrent funding we asked for: 

(5) Security infrastructure maintenance $599k over the cycle to meet ongoing personnel and security 
maintenance (Status Rejected). 

(6) New fountain accommodation maintenance $243k over the cycle to meet operating costs 
(outgoings) (Status Rejected). 

What does it mean?  

PSD will receive additional funds of $366k in 2019–2020 for the Eastern Roof Remediation.  We forfeit 
$162k of the Streamline Budget Process for making a submission. We spent $50k in consultancies and 
a project manager to prepare business cases. Our net position in 2019–2020 is +$366k – ($162k +$50k) 
= $154k additional funding. Last year we also forfeited $161k for making 21 unsuccessful funding 
submissions; our net position for seeking funding in the past two years is -$7k.  

(b) The risks in not being able to fund the air-conditioning have been identified. Essentially there are two direct 
impacts: air-conditioning failures that cannot be repaired and the consequential OSH obligations that 
arise; and, an increased (disproportional) cost associated with maintaining the older systems. A less direct 
impact (cost) is the higher energy consumption of the older systems and also the additional energy costs 
associated with providing electric fan heaters in offices to support efficient heating – currently there are 
38 portable heaters/heated foot stools allocated. 

(c) Disability access (or more correctly “universal” access) is about creating equal opportunities for people 
with mobility and/or special needs requirements to access the Parliament; be that by their physical 
attendance or by virtual access via our website.  This question relates to the physical accessibility of all 
users. Our plan for the Parliamentary Reserve is to improve universal access and this means that we need to 
consider all the circumstances that may otherwise inhibit a user’s opportunity to come to Parliament House.   
The installation of universal access public toilets in the parliamentary grounds last year is an example of 
one improvement however there a many other things that can done.  Our plan includes safe walkways, 
additional ramps, an external platform lift at the top of the southern garden staircase, more universal 
access parking, handrails and reduced gradient paths and universal access security gates. The security 
business case encompassed these elements in the redesign of the roadways and forecourt.    
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